SIRIUS MILTAC LED STROBE LIGHT
LSC #642

The #642 Sirius MILTAC is a military/tactical strobe light with the latest high intensity LED technology, providing brighter signals and longer battery life with enhanced durability and service life compared to antiquated xenon flash tube lights. Unit is constructed of high-strength and corrosion resistant components for operation in marine and other severe environments. The strobe offers the user the choice of a flashing covert IR signal or a visible flashing bright white signal. Each strobe is provided from the factory with an attached lanyard cord & affixed hook tape patch for easy integration with other survival and signaling equipment.

1. Secure free end of lanyard cord to PFD or equipment pocket.
2. Install two (2) new, dated "AA" alkaline or lithium batteries per the pictorials on the strobe light (batteries not included).
   - Replace alkaline batteries annually or after use.
   - Replace lithium batteries five (5) years prior to battery expiry date or after use.
   - Lithium batteries recommended for cold environments.
3. Ensure switch is in the "OFF" position and stow strobe light with lanyard in PFD/equipment pocket until use.
4. To operate IR Mode slide switch to the "ON" position.
   - A low-intensity, red indicator will briefly flash on & off three (3) times confirming that the strobe is in IR mode.
5. To activate the white signal, cycle the switch to the "ON" position three (3) times within five (5) seconds, or cycle twice if strobe is already functioning in IR mode.
   - This multiple switch cycle prevents inadvertent activation during critical covert operations.
   - When activating the white light signal, the MILTAC will flash five (5) times at a low intensity prior to flashing at full power, providing confirmation that the light is now in bright white signal mode.
6. After activation in either IR or white signal modes, fix strobe light with the hook tape patch to the mating pile (loop) tape patch on PFD, tactical vest, helmet, etc. Place in optimal position for maximum visibility.
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